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BY STUART REAGAN 
Staff Reporter 
The Eastern Kentucky 
University Foundation, Inc. 
spent $8,957.00 during the 
fall semester in order to 
provide films for the campus 
According to Mr. G.M. 
Brock, director of the campus 
theater, the profits from the 
showings go into a fund 
controlled by a corporation 
called the Eastern Kentucky 
University Foundation. 
Mr. Brock would not 
release the amount of profit 
made by the campus movie 
but did confess that the 
enterprise is making money. 
Mr. Brock said he would be 
hesitant to release the amount 
without knowing in what way 
the figure would be used. 
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When asked to quote the 
price of a typical film Mr. 
Brock produced evidence of a 
film entitled The Landlord, 
which would cost 35% of the 
door receipts. 
$16,500 Yield 
If such a film is typical as 
Mr. Brock indicated then the 
Foundation's yield is in excess 
of $16,500.00 per semester 
before amends are made for 
film shipping and payment of 
a few salaries. Most salaries 
would be paid on the scale of 
student wages-an amount 
significantly below $2.00 per 
hour. 
Mr. Brock said that the 
Eastern Foundation is a fund 
that can be used by the 
University at short notice to 
finance projects on campus or 
at Arlington. Mr. Brock did 
not cite any particular 
projects that he knew to come 
from the fund, except 
expenses directly related to 
the theater. 
According to Vice 
President for Business Affiars, 
Neil Donaldson, Dr. J.C. 
Powell, Vice President for 
Administration, is the person 
to consult concerning matters 
related to the Foundation. Dr. 
Powell has veen unavailable 
for comment on the 
expenditures or revenues of 
the Eastern Foundation. 
Rates Rise • 
Dr. Powell's secretary did 
say that Dr. Powell was a 
member of the Foundation's 
Board of Trustees, along with 
several    other    University 
Learning Laboratory 
Teaches New Games 
officials. 
Mr. Brock, who has been 
the director of Eastern's 
theater since 1935, stated that 
the increase in admission to 
the campus movie from $.50 
to $.75 was a decision made 
by somebody higher in the 
University. He said that the 
increase in film costs and the 
increase in costs of shipping 
warranted the boost in price. 
Recalling the earlier days 
of the campus theater, Mr. 
Brock mentions the 35 mm 
films run on a hand cranked 
projector in the Weaver Health 
Building. The projection 
equipment has gradually been 
updated. Recently $5,000.00 
of new public address and 
projection equipment was 
purchased. 
The selection of films 
shown at the campus theater 
is done by Mr. Brock after 
consulting with students and 
reading numerous movie 
reviews. 
A poll was taken within the 
last year among the students 
on campus in an attempt to 
learn   which   films   students 
By DIANE POLLEI 
Staff Reporter 
The learning lab in 
Ellendale Hall last semester 
extended to students the 
opportunity to be guided 
academically by a group of 
trained  educators.  The staff 
helps    studentr-  **********-*«S«rvree of *te karntng Mj 
academic   needs  by   learning 
homonyms. 
Students have proven that 
these games allow them to 
recall material for a longer 
length of time than is possible 
through regular learning. 
Extended Services 
desire. According to Mr. 
Brock most of the poll results 
have been of little value, since 
students often wish to see 
X-rated   movies-movies which 
"how to leam," according to 
Mrs. Ann Algier, one of the 
educators. Students have 
responded positively. Some 
are learning for the first time 
by understanding the 
programmed materials in the 
fields of math, science and 
English. 
After being taught to use 
the programmed material, 
they recognize the 
effectiveness of this method 
of study. 
Proper placement in the 
program is essential according 
to Mrs. Algier. If the material 
it too easy, the student 
becomes bored; if it is too 
difficult, he becomes flustered 
and gives up. 
Another Technique 
Another new learning lab 
technique, the simulation 
games, has been introduced to 
the students. These games 
have found wide acceptance 
One which is well-liked is 
"Word Power" a game of 
advanced    antonyms    and 
has been extended to all 
foreign students. Many use 
film   strips   and   vocabulary 
tapes to improve their English 
word development. The use of 
records are paralleled to 
literary works. 
Active response on the part 
of the student is stressed in 
the learning lab. Students are — —— .— 
encouraged  to write  or say   Portraits  tiling 
what they learn. 
To    quote    Aristotle, 
Continued on pag* 8 
"Expression 
impression." 
is necessary  for 
Photo by Schtoy Cox 
RETIRED PROFESSOR, William L. Keene, (right) and Mrs. 
Coates(left) look on at the unveiled portrait of the late Dr. J. 
Dorland Coates former Associate Dean for teacher education 
at Eastern (center) The portrait which was unveiled last 
Tuesday, will hang in the Coates Administration Building 
At Ceremony 
Portraits of Dr. J. Dorland 
Coates and Mr. Marshall Brock 
were unveiled by the wives of 
both men and presented to 
the University at ceremonies 
Tuesday afternoon. 
Painted by a Lexington 
artist, Mrs. Erik a Sternburgs, 
the portraits will hand in the 
Coates administration 
Building. The late Dr. Coates 
served Eastern for over 38 
years, holding the position of 
Associate Dean of the College 
of Education at the time of 
his retirement. Mr. Brock, 
who still serves on the EKU 
administration, has been 
associated with the school for 
over 50 years. 
Eastern President Robert R. 
Martin presided at the 
ceremony. Retired English 
professor, William L. Keene, 
spoke in behalf of Dr. Coates. 
Mr. Ralph Whalin. Faculty 
Representative to the Board 
of Regents, spoke in behalf of 
Mr. Brock. 
Setting A Brisk Pace 
On his way to class, John Clayton, an Eastern senior, students coming from a warm Student Union grill to fight the 
quickly overtakes his coed friends to escape the cold. As cold wind and attend classes. After several days of spring 
temperatures dropped this week, the sun shone on those few weather, the past week brought mittens, scarves, and hats back 
into view while lessening idle chatter along the route to classes. 
Dr. Leonard Spearman Notes 
Special Services Programs 
According to Dr. Robert R. 
Martin, 54% of Eastern's 
students receive some sort of 
financial assistance through 
the University. The total 
amount necessary to finance 
such a comprehensive system 
annually is $450,000.00 A 
large amount of this money 
comes to the University from 
the U.S. Office of Education. 
Dr. Martin's remarks were 
made at the Faculty Dinner 
last week. 
These figures were cited 
prior to the introduction of 
featureed     speaker,     Dr. 
Leonard Spearman, Director 
of the Division of Student 
Special Services in the U.S. 
Office of Education. 
Dr. Spearman distinguished 
the differences between the 
programs. The Upward Bound 
program attempts to persuade 
children of low income 
families to enter a form of 
higher education. The Talent 
Search program aids in finding 
students who might receive 
the most benefit from either 
the Upward Bound or Aid to 
Disadvantaged Students 
Programs.    The     Aid    to 
Disadvantaged Students is the 
program that has the most 
impact on Eastern. It helps to 
meet the financial 
expenditures of needy 
students. 
According to Dr. 
Spearman, the programs have 
been successful since their 
inception in 1965. However, 
he believes that they are 
unable to reach all young 
people who may be able to 
profit from such programs 
because of limits in budget 
appropriations. 
Dr. Spearman said that the 
national drop-out average for 
students quitting high school 
is 21.4%. The figure, however, 
goes as high as 35% among 
children of low income 
families. Only 5% of the 
young people who have been 
affiliated with the Upward 
Bound program become 
dropouts. 
Other statistics provided by 
Dr. Spearman included that 
70% of the Upward Bound 
participants entered college, 
while only 8% of the children 
from lower income families 
attend college-the same type 
persons benefited by the 
Upward Bound program. 
« Interim Manager Speaks Up _ 
Paul Jett Examines City-Campus Relations 
BY SON J A FOLEY 
Editor 
Paul David Jett is presently 
the city manager of 
Richmond. "It's a birjob," he 
said, "and I haven't had much 
experience. The mayor and 
the commissioners make the 
policies; that's not my role; I 
answer to them. It's my job to 
.implement what they say-to 
run the daily affairs of the 
various departments and so 
forth-that's my job." 
Mr. Jett is serving in the 
interim until a permanent city 
manager is hired within the 
next 60 to 90 days. The city 
has been minus a manager 
since    last    November 
"Being the city manager is 
useful to me," said Jett. "I am 
working on a masters degree 
in public administration at the 
University of Michigan." 
Basic Problem 
Jett thinks that perhaps the 
basic problem with the 
relations between the city and 
Eastern could be that "maybe 
we're too young a university 
/ 
community.    Richmond   and 
Madison County have not yet 
awakened to that fact" 
"This relationship,"' he 
said, "is an important one and 
I think that the mayor and the 
commissioners also think so. I 
hope the atmosphere is 
improved." 
Jett feels that a great deal 
was accomplished last fall 
when    Eastern    students 
"It's a big job... 
"painted   the  town" and  he 
was "glad to see it." 
♦'When they closed 
Specks," he said, "students 
felt that they were being 
harrassed by the police, but 
the grand jury met and called 
for this because pressure was 
brought on by the city and 
the county. Yet I think that 
the atmosphere has improved 
and painting the town was a 
step in the right direction." 
Tax Gripe 
"If another 'Specks' is to 
open," he said, "it will have to 
come through private 
enterprise. The city has 
nothing to do with that." 
Jett acknowledged that 
students have a gripe about 
paying a city and a county tax 
when they live in Brockton. 
"The city is a part of the 
county," he explained; "there 
is also a 1% payroll tax. But 
professors and administrators 
also pay these taxes." 
The city manager said that 
he had heard talk of a student 
boycott of certain downtown 
"Students area major part... but businesses could survive 
merchants' businesses, but 
that he didn't know if it came 
to fruition. 
"The students," he said, 
"are a major part of the 
business here, but I think that 
the businesses could survive 
without them." (Jett is the 
former manager of Jett and 
Hall Stores, Inc.) 
Jett does not think that the 
people of Richmond arc 
"leery" of the students 
anymore. "They appreciate 
the fact," he said, "that the 
situation last spring was kept 
peaceful." 
Jett feels that President 
Martin is a very important 
man and that "he has 
certainly helped the city of 
Richmond-like in developing 
McDowell    Park    near    the 
campus." 
Eastern Helps 
Eastern's political science 
department has helped the 
city manager and the mayor. 
l»»;**rtment chairman, Dr. 
Dwynal Pettengill, has taken 
quite an interest, according to 
Jett. "He has helped to draft a 
zoning ordinance'' 
(determining how the areas of 
the city will be used-for 
businesses,  apartments, etc.). 
Mr. Roger Gunn, assistant 
professor in the political 
science department, is 
handling the applications for a 
permanent city manager. 
Time Needed 
Jett does not feel that the 
present administration in 
Richmond has had time to 
accomplish a great deal. 
"They have plans underway to 
get a new landfill for local 
garbage disposal and to deal 
with some of the housing 
problems. 
Paul David Jett approves of 
students getting involved in 
the Richmond community in 
such projects as Open 
Concern's community action 
service and GROWTH'S 
tutoring program. 
"When I was a student at 
Denison University in Ohio," 
he said,"I was appreciated as a 
student. I was born and raised 
"Peoplearen't leery' 
here and I think that these 
people also appreciate the 
students." 
The city manager has "a 
big job" and it is now up for 
grabs. Paul Jett knows what 
the job is and is getting a taste 
of it firsthand, but whether or 
not he will seek it 
permanently is uncertain. He 
hasn't "made up his mind." 
Class Changes 
End Friday 
The last day for several 
class changes is tomorrow. 
January 29 is the last day on 
which a course may be 
dropped without a grade, the 
last day to change from credit 
to audit, the last day to 
change to "pass-fair', and the 
last day to change from 
"pass-fail" to the regular 
grading system. 
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'Make Some Waves' 
Money Limits Entertainment Caliber 
Last week The Progress joined the 
Student Senate in calling upon the 
University Center Board chairman, Dr. 
John Rowlett to answer questions 
concerning the expenditure of the $2 
student activity fee and where this money 
is going. 
In a letter to Student Association 
President Jim Pratt this week, Dr. 
Rowlett listed seven activities that have 
been announced for the spring semester. 
These include Carlos Montoya 
(Flamenco guitarist who performed here 
last Thursday night); Jesse Owens, January 
28; Dr. Nicholas Byardi, February 8; 
Canadian Opera, February 24; The Fifth 
Dimension, March 11; U.S. Army Studio 
Band-a 30 man jazz ensemble (at no charge 
to the Board), April 27; and a concert 
immediately preceding the junior-senior 
prom. 
Rowlett said that the Board had failed 
to keep the students informed about what 
was being done with the entertainment 
money. 
He pointed out that many students have 
a misconception about the amount 
collected through registration fees. Two 
dollars is only collected from full-time 
undergraduates. This amounted to $15,766 
for the fall semester. 
Income from ticket sales at the Oliver, 
Josh   White,   and   Friends  of Distinction 
Antiquated Curfew Policy 
Necessitates A Change 
concerts totaled $6879. The fees and the 
ticket sales phis the beginning balance of 
$3655.87 gave a total income of 
$26,300.87 last semester. 
The expenses (covering the Oliver, Josh 
White, Friends of Distinction, and 
Gentlemen concerts; the community 
concerts; and'the purchase of a spotlight 
and sound equipment) totaled $23,087.70. 
The balance from last semester plus the 
anticipated registration fees for the spring 
semester give a projected balance of 
$17,088.17 to be spent on entertainers and 
lecturers this spring. 
A look at this list of statistics would 
indicate that the only big-name 
entertainment that students can look 
forward to at the present is The Fifth 
Dimension and if there is not a sizeable 
turnout for this concert, the Board may 
even decide against a group of this caliber 
in the future. 
Obviously, students are not satisfied 
with this situation but who is going to 
come up with a solution? Just exactly 
where does the fault lie? 
A good place to start some change might 
be with the members of the Board. So 
make some waves; try talking to them: Mrs. 
Aimee Alexander, Dr.Sanford Jones, Dr. 
Nancy Peel, Dr. J.C. Powell, Mr. Robert 
Tarvin, Mr. Howard Unterbrink, Mr. 
Robert M. Simmons, Mr. Tyler D. Cox, Mr. 
Art Cassill, Miss Ellen Simpson, Mr. Herb This next Monday the Faculty Senate 
Jones, Mr. Gary Schockley, Mr. James will vote on a number of proposed rules. As 
Pratt, Mr. Russell Bohannon, Mr. James the body that concerns itself with the 
Pellegrinon, Mr. Mike Monacelli, Miss Susan  consideration,   formulation,   review   and 
Robert, I don't care if we're going to the MOON! 
I have to be back by 2 o'clock. 
New Faculty Senate Ruling 
May Antagonize Students rrl 
Steger, and Mr. Robert Blythe. recommendation of policies and procedures 
Many women students on this campus 
are 'gung-ho* on the cause of women's 
liberation, inanx»oth«rs could care less. But 
whether they are pro or con about the 
movement, the most seem to feel that the 
present policies on women's hours are 
definitely antiquated. 
Just recently this same issue sprang up 
at Morehead State University. Little came 
of it, but the concern was and still is 
present there. 
More recently at Murray State 
University the Board of Regents approved a 
new curfew policy that allows coeds to set 
their own hours, as all male students are 
allowed to do. The one amendment is that 
any girl on academic or social probation 
would be excluded from the dormitories 
with self-regulated hours. 
Murray is the first of the four state 
universities to take such actions on a trial 
basis. The University of Kentucky and the 
University of Louisville have no dormitory 
hours for women. 
The policy was initiated by the student 
government and the university's 
administrative council. A recently formed 
group, the New Student Front, sponsored a 
peaceful march in an effort to. start 
liberalizations. 
Here at Eastern in the spring of 1969 
several females confronted Dean of Women 
Mary Engels with a grievance discussion in 
Feiffer 
I SIT JJBfT TO A MArO 
IK) TH0 MOVlfe 
the ravine and were advised to begin then- 
action through the Inter-Dorm Council. As 
a result coed hours were liberalized and the 
point system was striken. 
Last night the Women's Interdorm 
Council committee on self-regulated hours 
unanimously passed a proposal dealing with 
a report of recommendations pertinent to 
adopting a policy of self-regulated hours. 
This proposal will be presented to Dr. 
Thomas Myers, Vice-President for Student 
Affairs today. 
However, Dean of Women, Mary Engels, 
would not allow the content of the 
proposal to be released to The Progress. 
until Dr. Myers has seen it. 
If the women on this campus are 
genuinely interested in bringing about a 
policy of self-regulated hours, they should 
start right now gathering support, letting 
their views be known, and taking some 
action besides sitting in their rooms 
and griping. 
If these people will not listen to the designed to foster the proper growth and 
desires of the students or if they cannot development of. Eastern including those 
make these views known, then perhaps relating  to  the academic  program,  and 
there should be some changes within the student welfare, they have every right to 
Board. 
*.•&>'• 
Enrollment Drops; 
Our Prediction 
Comes True 
  
adopt  or amend   or reject  whatever is 
brought before them. 
However, -,in the better. interest of the 
student-faculty-administration relationship 
on   this   campus,   the   Senate  members 
might do well to give careful consideration 
to   passing a  rule   which  would  require 
"individuals who are not members of the 
University faculty" to submit, prior to a 
scheduled   meeting,   a    request   to   the 
^ , _L   _ secretary of the Senate for permission to 
Two weeks ago The Progress reported a  attend g meetin 
spring enrollment decrease of about 500       ,.,«,., 
students.    (See    issue    of   January    14,       It is the Chair s prerogative to grant such 
'enrollment' story page 1) permissions after announcing the name of 
It now seems apparent that the decrease the visitor and asking Senators to state 
will be quite a bit more-about 1000 fewer objections if they exist. 
students. Now, according to the constitution of 
That  enrollment  is down at Eastern, this faculty organization, the membership 
Murray, Morehead and most institutions is of it mcludes President Martin and all 
really    no   secret,    so    The Progress     is appointed by the Board of Regents whose 
perplexed as to why Easterns enrollment dutics    include    instruction,    research, 
seems to be such a wel^guarded secret. administration,    and/or    service   on   a 
At  a recent  faculty dmner President full.tirne  basis  and those  who rank as 
that of student welfare. And one of its 
major duties is considering policies and 
studying matters relating to student affairs. 
Policies concerning academic policy, 
admissions, curriculum, instruction, and 
criteria for granting degrees all begin here. 
Why shouldn't students be allowed to sit 
in on sessions which deal with these affairs 
that so vitally concern them as students? 
Why is it feasible to not admit those 
who care enough to come hear and see 
what goes oh? • ' !7 '• •in&H' ba£ jmee 
v 'Grantedly'; the Faculty ' Senate's 
meetings are probably no big thing and 
quite run of the mill, so why is it necessary 
to worry about excluding the few studnets 
who would show up? 
The student press, the student 
government, and all student leaders should ; 
have a right to sit in so that all students can 
be informed and so that the "means of 
communication between the faculty, the 
administration, and the Board of Regents 
through the President of the University" i 
can be informed as to what the students 
want and think. 
Organizations can help by writing letters 
of support and the Student Senate can 
certainly find means for initiating some 
action. 
Self-regulated hours will never come to 
the women of Eastern Kentucky University 
if the Women themselves do not make an 
effort to support a policy change. 
Martin saw fit  to  "chide"   The Progress 
for its"unclear" reporting of the figure. 
Ironically, The Progress figure was 
underestimated although the President 
seemed to feel that it was too high. 
professors,  associate  professors,   assistant 
professors, or major administrators. 
Assistant 
instructors 
instructors, 
and    those 
part-time 
in    lesser 
If the President  finds it necessary to administrative capacities may attend the 
"chide" the student newspaper before a meetings, but cannot  take park in any 
gathering of the faculty, he should make actions. 
the facts available to The Progress first and       No provision is made for any student 
then   criticize   if   they   are   incorrectly attendance, yet one of the Senate's major 
presented. concerns, according to the constitution, is 
99 
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Guitarist 'Lives' His Music 
t 
The large  audience  that attended last 
Thursday night's Carlos Montoya concert 
learned   how   the   Spaniard   earned   the 
reputation   of   being   acclaimed   as   the 
(   nation's most talented Flamenco guitarist. 
Although Montoya could not verbally 
'     communicate with the audience due to his 
poor and highly broken English, his skilled 
fingers   wasted   no  time   exhibiting  the 
Montoya   touch.    Speed,   dexterity,   and 
self-styled   improvisation characterize the 
ingredients of Montoya's playing style. 
Innovation is an intergal part of 
Montoya's total method. He possessed 
I confident control over his instrument-a 
handcrafted, acoustic Flamenco guitar 
designed and constructed by a personal 
I friend. Proudly displaying his instrument 
back stage after the- performance, Carlos 
told me that, "I've been offered as much as 
$5,000 for my guitar, but I wouldn't sell 
it" 
Perched on a specially designed bench in 
front   of a single microphone,   Montoya 
shared his Flamenco music with the intent 
»   and    obviously    impressed    audience 
assembled for the Center Board concert. 
Montoya's guitar work is a musical 
phenomena one must not only hear but 
also visualize to best formulate a 
worthwhile appreciation of the gypsy's 
style. The artist's professionalism and 
uniqueness was well substantiated by his 
* talented fingers as they manipulated the six 
nylon strings of his guitar. 
Montoya's Flamenco music is derived 
from his gypsy background and the 
selections he played for last Thursday's 
audience were his own arrangements and 
original compositions based on the Spanish 
. gypsy tradition. 
Some of the evening's selections were 
"Alegrias"-taken from the authentic dance 
of Alegrias, "Zambrilla"- a complex 
* rhythm played only among the Gypsies, 
"Tientos"-one of the purer variations of 
the early Tango Flamenco, "Huelva"-a 
Fandango, freer than the Flamenco dance 
I rhythms, the highly improvised "Fiesta"- 
Montoya's special arrangement in 
Flamenco rhythm of a popular bullfight 
song, and "Farruca'-Montbya's concert 
arrangement of a famed Flamenco dance 
rhythm. 
*   'It Makes You Think' 
Two of the more impressive selections 
provided by guitarist Montoya were 
"Zambra" and a special version of the 
popular "Malaquena". 
In "Zambra", Montoya gave the 
audience apt demonstration of his versatile 
skill by imitating a dancing girl's 
tambourine on his guitar. As one might 
have anticipated, Montoya's version of the 
famous Spanish tune "Malaquena" was 
better than superb. 
The audience remained attentive and 
receptive to the RCA recording artist 
throughout his performance consisting of 
three separate programs with 15-minute 
intermissions. It was during these 
intermissions that I took the opportunity 
to speak with Carlos. 
As he explained to the audience, "My 
English is very bad, but my Spanish is 
excellent." Since my Spanish was not too 
good, I had to rely on the interpretive 
assistance of Montoya's wife who did speak 
English quite well. She informed me that 
her husband Carlos was "a very close friend 
of Andre Segovia." 
Mrs. Montoya continued to explain the 
reason for their close friendship rests in the 
fact that the two guitarists (Segovia being 
acclaimed as the world's leading classical 
guitarist) chose to "never talk about guitars 
or their music when together." 
Montoya himself explained that, "I love 
to play my guitar for the young people." 
His wife told me that their son "plays 
electric guitar with a rock band in Spain." 
Montoya spoke of the importance of his 
portable stool which he stis upon during all 
concerts. He said, "I must sit so my guitar 
rests properly on my leg-that is most 
essential." 
In speaking about his Flamenco music as 
contrasted to the classical style played by 
his contemporary Segovia, Montoya insists 
that, "Flamenco music must come from 
the heart, and it is this that separates the 
two." 
The music that originated in Montoya's 
heart must have been contagious because 
the audience became infected by the spirit 
that    was    intended    by    its    originator. 
Montoya and his music are inseparable. He 
doesn't perform it-he lives it. 
Carlos Montoya (left) "the Irving symbol of flamenco music" 
discusses his art following a performance last Thursday night in Hiram 
Brock Auditorium. "I love to play the guitar for young people," he 
said. At right, Montoya sits alone on the stage with his guitar as he 
brings his art alive before the campus audience. 
1 
New Eastern Organization 
Views And Makes Movies 
BY MIKE RAMSEY 
"Film incorporates all of the arts into 
one. It blends theater, form and design, and 
music into a total expression," believes 
Mike Hack, the newly elected president of 
the University Film Organization. 
Last semester a group interested in film 
met informally to view several films. There 
was so much energy generated that they 
decided to channel it in a certain direction. 
So, last Tuesday night was the first official 
meeting of the U.F.O.-> 
A short film, "Big ijlewton" which was 
produced and directed by Mike Hack was 
shown. Another feature length film, "The 
Cabinet of Dr. Calagri . was viewed and 
according to Dr. Lindsay, was possibly the 
first horror film ever made. It was the 
flashback technique and close-ups were 
first employed in "Calagri." 
Although the producer did not have the 
equipment to zoom in on a particular 
character, (he could not shoot closer than 
nine feet), he, instead, blacked out a 
majority of the screen And then focused 
his camera on a particular subject. 
He   then   faded   into   the   scene.   The 
uniqueness was in that so many of these 
modern techniques were attempted and 
accomplished so early in the history of 
film. 
A short film by Hack and Mike Fey, 
Vice President of the club, featured the 
filming technique called pixalation. Human 
animation is a result of this. 
U.F.O. meets the last Tuesday of every 
month at 7:00 p.m. in Cammack. Five 
dollars dues are necessary according to Fey, 
if the club wants good quality films and if 
they want to do some filming on their own. 
"All we want to do in U.F.O." said 
Hack, is to spread the appreciation of film. 
If we can generate enough enthusiasm to 
sponsor a few film festivals and bring 
together people sincerely interested in film, 
and possibly bring new people into the 
club, I believe we will have accomplished 
our purpose." 
■J 
r-.      J:_ 
Heevdii 
| Peace Corps Offers Alternative 
BY ROBERT A. BABBAGE, JR. 
The  Peace Corps.  It's worth thinking    government officials. 
about 
King Screen Production's "The 
Foreigners", a movie about a team of Peace 
Corps volunteers in Columbia, South 
America, makes the viewer take a hard look 
at some hard facts of our world, and where 
he fits into it. It makes you think. 
The film, done in Columbia with English 
* sub-titles to the Spanish conversation, 
relates to the generation in college today. 
Many who find themselves asking, "Who 
am I," "What am I going to do with my 
life," and "I want to serve and help others, 
but how?", would have asked the same 
questions Tuesday night in the Grise room. 
They would also have thought about the 
United States. It appears that Columbians 
i (peasants) are faced with many of the same' 
1 problems about which we complain. They 
too are backed up against the wall with 
"promises," "a lack of money," and the 
"brush-off of trying to get answers from 
The Peace Corps tries to help. The 
volunteers are faced with a people whose 
culture offers no brighter future - "our 
only inheritance is the mark of the hoe," 
said one Columbian peasant. The challenge 
appears great, to say the least, when 
volunteers are faced with improving the life 
of a man who makes 40 cents to 50 cents a 
day in a country where the annual per 
capita income is about $275. 
If you missed the movie, (which 
featured a musical selection by "Country 
Joe and the Fish,") representatives will be 
in the lobby of the Jones Building all week. 
If you're unsure about your future; if 
you're one who says "I'd like to help 
others," then the Peace Corps says they've 
been looking for you. It's at least worth 
giving them a few minutes. You might wind 
up giving some "world citizen" something 
to look forward to, other than starving. 
WHY WAIT? 
^****************   + + + + + 
Phone Ahead and Have * 
your pizza hot and tatty * 
and ready to go.     * 
Andy's        * 
623-5400   * 
Pizza Palace 
110 South Second 
L* ¥* JfJMLiL****** ******** + 
Stylo 355 
Stylo 357 
Style343 
There lo a time for love. 
There la a time tor peace. 
There la a time tor joy. 
And tor you the time la now. 
Capture Infinity 
with an Orange Bloasom 
wedding band. 
Forever la now. 
Now la forever. 
McCord's 
Jewelers 
n 
£9h*«Araol 
i.TO 
•1. 
0% lluttir wittj 6»lit 
Prices Slashed in Every Department in the Store. 
',- 
V 
\ 
1 
4 
9 
FROM EVERY 
DEPARTMENT 
JEANS, 
OUTERWEAR 
FLAIRS 
SWEATERS 
RAINWEAR 
SHOES 
OR WHATEVER..|T0REH0URS:] 
' mm.% 9:00-7:00 
®rjp 
Mnutprailg      ^^ 
&r}0p® 
BankAmericard • Mastercharge 
623-9674 aid 212 WATER ST. 
itudenl Charge Welcome 
I 
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Hack Wins Recognition 
For Experimental Film 
BY BETSEY BELL 
Stiff Reporter 
Art has many faces and 
Mike Hack, a senior from 
Louisville has used these 
different faces to win 
recognition in the art field. 
Majoring in art, Mike has 
won many different awards; 
$250 for an experimental film 
at the Tusculine College film 
festival in Tenn., first place in 
a photograph contest 
sponsored by the 
Courier-Journal and a red 
ribbon in portrait painting at 
the Kentucky State Fair. 
Working with films for six 
years   and   still   photography 
for five, Hack uses his 
photography to "make me 
more aware and to help me 
see things better." To Mike, 
cinematic art "gives more 
expression." 
"I think that visual graphic 
arts are critized so much that 
the artist doesn't know where 
to go. He is trying to please 
his critics, whereas the film 
maker is more free because it 
is a new art," Hack continued. 
Comparing films to realistic 
art, Hack believes that 
the people can relate more to 
turn. "Film is a warm media 
and you can really become 
involved in it." 
Valentine 
Special 
February 14e 
Sale 
Limit One Set 
lii in 8 x II coler portrait at Rig. Prici if MB" 
(2ri 81 10 Prlit  14') 
2 5 i 7 Coler at Reg. 14" 
(2ri 2 priits 14') 
I Wallets at Reg. 12" 
(2ii 9 wallets 14c) 
KEN   HARmW 
PHONE 6 2 3-7313 
BIG    HILL    AVENUE 
RICHMOND KENTUCKY 
Mike explained that to 
make a film one must "look at 
things before filming and 
become aware of things and 
be sensitive to people." Hack 
expressed that illusion is 
involved in film and as he 
stated "I like illusion." 
Mike explained that his 
favorite was two-dimensional 
art. "-Sculpture is defined to 
three dimensional, you can't 
make it two dimensional." 
Hack said that his favorite 
artists right now are Picasso 
and Clee. 
"Prices are determined like 
a lawyer or doctor. You're 
paying for their services. It's 
not that you get something 
material but you're paying for 
their knowledge. In an artist 
you are paying for his past 
experiences; how much he's 
giving you esthetically," Hack 
continued. 
Comparing modern art and 
realistic art Hack said that a 
realistic work is appreciated 
now because the old masters 
did it and it was great at the 
time, but if a man uses 
abstraction it is to express 
creativity. 
When asked about nudity 
in films he explained"Nudity in 
visual arts has been with us all 
through the ages. I think it's 
acceptable there, because the 
human body is expressive. 
"I think in film, if done 
right it can be used. To be 
necessary it should be used to 
enhance the story not to 
exploit it." 
Mike believes that "we'll go 
back to the entertaining 
films. We've had too many 
messages, I think we want to 
be entertained." 
Concerning his future Mike 
explained, "I would like to go 
into films, but the nearest 
thing around the Kentucky 
area would be television. I 
would like to produce shows 
or documentaries. I'm 
interested in production and 
technique." 
In the near future Mike will 
be holding an exhibit at the 
Cinema Theatre in Louisville. 
Dorms  Begin 
Student Activity 
Would you like to learn how to play Bridge or Rook? Do 
you feel lost at a party because you just cannot dance? Are 
you interested in learning arts and crafts? And girls-would you 
like to be able to knit your boyfriend a scarf? 
Beginning February 1, all Eastern students will have the 
opportunity to learn these skills in informal classes meeting in 
the women's residence halls. Mary Glass, Program and 
Recreation Director, announced the following schedule: 
MIKE HACK, a senior art major from 
Louisville, has used and shown many 
different facets to win recognition in the art 
field. Hack thinks it's tough for an artist to 
Photo by Larry Batay 
say how much his work is worth. He feels it 
depends on how much he likes it himself and 
how bad he wants to let it go. 
For Student Drivers 
Parking Spaces Vanish 
BY DIANA COLEMAN 
Staff Reporter 
"I can never find a parking 
space close to where I'm 
going." This is a cry which can 
be heard often from students 
who drive on Eastern's 
campus. 
Although students may 
tend to put the blame on the 
university by saying there just 
aren't enough parking places, 
;ife*if rzvrx 
OMMC. WKICHT 
CAKOENSIDE BRANCH, P. O. BOX 4085 
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY 40504 
BUS. Mt-277-6161. RES. 502-863-3893 
' 
' ik 
Southwestern Life 
NOW, TEACHERS with GPA-70 
TAX 
SHELTERED 
ANNUITY 
Earnings on 
Net Purchase 
Account 
■ 
Guaranteed for 5 Years 
- a 40% profit for $1000. Transferred! 
Guaranteed for 10 Years 
- a 87% profit for $1000. Transferred! 
Guaranteed for 20 Years 
- a 198% profit for $1000. Transferred! 
Guaranteed for 30 Years 
- a 352% profit for $1000. Transferred! 
Respectfully presented, 
Educational Advisa^r 
SEE NOW IT WORKS BT APPOINTMENT 
it could be that some of the 
blame could be with people 
who are parking out of zone. 
E.B. Stephenson, 
supervisor of Security and 
Safety, says that most tickets 
are given to cars that are 
parked in the wrong zone. He 
also added, "More tickets are 
given during bad weather 
when people want to get as 
close to their destination as 
possible." 
Stephenson says that the 
people in the Security Dept. 
realize that there is a problem 
with parking and that 
measures are being taken to 
help provide an end to some 
of the trouble. 
Although parking has been 
temporarily taken in back of 
and beside Case and Burnam 
Halls for construction 
equipment, a parking lot 
which holds 400 cars has been 
opened up by the Begley 
Building. 
Now instead of parking on 
campus the staff and students 
of 3 departments-Physical 
Education and Health, ROTC, 
and Law Enforcement - can 
park at Begley which leaves 
more space on campus. 
Also the security lot has 
been increased to 
accommodate a greater 
number of freshmen who need 
cars to go home for jobs on 
the weekend. 
A large number of 
unregistered vehicles also 
cause parking problems. When 
parking on campus they are 
occupying a space paid for by 
someone else. 
The policy of auto 
registration is to allow the 
university to be aware of 
every auto that operates here. 
It also allows security to find 
the owner of a car in case of 
an emergency. 
Every car that is issued a 
sticker   must   be   covered  by 
insurance thereby assuring 
protection for students. 
Stephenson said that 
anyone can park legally out of 
zone between 5:30 p.m. and 2 
a.m. After 2 a.m. students 
should return their car to the 
proper zone. In cases of 
picking up dates or unloading 
and loading cars, officers are 
instructed to allow 45 minutes. 
Stephenson also added 
that people having special 
needs, such as handicaps, 
which would make it 
necessary, ^ par^c^se,,,^ 
classes, can obtain a special 
permit which will allow 
parking in an otherwise illegal 
zone for the time in class. 
Stephenson said it is true 
that they usually assign more 
stickers than they have 
parking spaces. He 
commented that it could be 
no other way. 
If you bring your car to 
school late it isn't fair that 
you should not be given the 
right to park it just because 
you weren't among the first to 
register. 
There are approximately 
2,000 parking spaces in Zone 
1 (Jr. and Sr. Men Residents), 
Zone 2 (Women Residents), 
Coliseum Lot and Security 
Lot. There are 265 spaces in 
Brockton and 400 spaces in 
the Begley Lot. At the end of 
last semester approximately 
2,600 students registered cars. 
This means there was a 
known 600 more cars than 
spaces. The figure would 
probably rise if the number of 
n on- registered autos were 
known. 
Stephenson concluded, "If 
every student, staff and 
faculty member would make 
an effort to park legally and 
abide by the, regulations of 
this university, our parking 
problems would be at a 
minimum. 
Monday February 1 7:00 Guitar lessons in Case Hall 
Date Room 
Monday February 1 7:00 Rook lessons in Sullivan 
Hall Lobby 
Tuesday February 2 7:00 Knitting lessons in Case 
Hall Recreation Room- 
Girls Only! 
Tuesday February 2 7:00 Arts and Crafts in Coates 
Administration Bldg., Rm. 205 
Tuesday February 2 8:00 Rook lessons in Combs 
Hall Lobby 
Tuesday February 2 8:00 Arts and Crafts in Telford 
Hall Lobby 
Wednesday February 3 7:00 Rook in Telford Hall Lobby 
Wednesday February 3 8:00 Knitting in Walters Hall 
Recreation Room-Girls Only! 
Wednesday Februaary 3 8:00 Bridge lessons in Keith 
Hall Lobby 
Wednesday February 3 8:00 Dancing lessons in McGregor 
Hall Date Room 
Wednesday February 3 8:30 Bridge lessons in Clay 
Hall Lobby 
Thursday February 4 8:00 Knitting lessons in McGregor 
Hall Recreation Room-Girls 
Only! 
\ 
.   i 
Student Aid Gives 
Emergency Loans 
Students temporarily 
suffering from financial 
difficulty, can now find relief 
through the help of the 
Student Aid Society 
Incorporation.    The 
fund, "The corporation was 
basically set up to provide 
students with 'emergency 
funds' to pay for meals, 
books, plane tickets home, 
etc." said H.L. Unterbrink, 
University   Controller.   "The 
loans are usually made for 
amounts of $50 and under; 
however, loans of larger 
amounts may be granted 
through the approval of the 
Board of Directors." 
During the fiscal year of 
1969-70 Approximately 189 
lo*ns; were n^ad©., totaling 
$9,988.40. The average 
amount of each loan was 52%. 
Since January, 34 loans have 
been granted" totaling $2,445. 
All loans must usually be 
paid   back  in   three   months ' 
after the borrowing date, with 
a  6% interest  rate included, 
and a minimum service charge 
of $1. "The money 
accumulated from the paid 
interest is put back into the 
fund so that it keeps 
building," said Mr. 
Unterbrink. 
To qualify for an 
"emergency short-term loan," 
a student must be: 1) In good 
standing with the university; 
2)  supply two references; 3) 
have valid resources for paying 
back  the loan; and 4)   be a 
full-time student. 
Any students needing this 
type of financial assistance 
can contact H.L. Unterbrink 
on the first floor in the Jones 
Building. 
URE Set 
For Seniors 
'Seniors planning to 
graduate in May or August 
1971 should register for the 
Undergraduate Record 
Examination in the Office of 
Institutional Research on the 
fourth floor of the Jones Bldg. 
Students may register 
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
There is no charge to the 
student for this examination. 
All registration should be 
completed by Feb. 1. The 
URE will be administered 
Saturday, March 6. 
NOTICE 
EASTERN STUDENTS 
Discount On Food 
Show Your ID Card 
For 10%   Discount 
DAIR Y CHEER 
EASTERN 
BY-PASS 
DINING ROOM-CURB-CARRY OUT 
Open 24 Nours Daily 
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UNIVERSITY   INN 
Specializing in Good Food & Fast, Friendly 
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BREAKFAST SERVED AT ALL HOURS LUNCHEON SPECIAL DAIL> 
Full Line of SANDWICHES-STEAKS-SEA FOOD- 
and MOUTH WATERING CHICKEN 
I   ilif wE!IFS"COUPOITSPECilf "J    J™ 
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|% Lb. Ground Sirloin on a Seeded Bun withl   W*T;   '"" 
sauce, lettuce, pickle, onion & tomato       | 
■FRENCH FRIES & $1,00 Value | 
WATCH 
FOR 000 
WEEKLY 
SPECIAL 
623-9218 
1 HOME MADE SLAW for ?*L . .^ 3-0211 .Good  Until 2-7-71 
. 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE-IN 
4 Miles South on U.S. 25 
Berea Road - Ph. 623-1718 
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(Jolly Volleys9 Victorious 
Volleyball Finals Held 
I 
By BRENDA ROSS 
Staff Reporter 
Weaver Gym was the scene 
last Thursday evening for the 
finals in the Women's 
Intercollegiate (Intramural) 
Volleyball Tournament 
between two teams, the 
Bloodsuckers and the Jolly 
Volleys. The Bloodsuckers, 
winners of the Thursday Night 
League, defeated the Tuesday 
Night League, in order to 
reach the finals. This was their 
second undefeated year.. 
However, they bowed in 
defeat to their opponent 
team, 15-5 and 15-13 in the 
final games. 
The starting game began 
with the Bloodsuckers scoring 
two quick points. However, 
the Jolly Volleys made a rapid 
recovery and with the final 
serve being vollied by Darlene 
Nail, went on to victory with 
a score of 15-5. Miss Gwen 
Long performed one of the 
most difficult feats in 
volleyball by executing a 
near-perfect spike shot. Hazel 
Crouch led the winners with 7 
points, while Gwen Hoover 
paced the losers with 9 points. 
The second game started 
with Lindal Mittel serving for 
the Bloodsuckers, and they 
took the lead in mid-game by 
a score of i 0-9 
The rosters for the teams 
Photo by Larry BaMy 
IN THE FINAL MATCH of the Women's Intramural 
Volleyball Tournament, held in the Weaver Gym, the 
Bloodsuckers bowed out to the Jolly Volleys their opponent 
team, 15-5 and 15-13 in the final game. These gamesoffer a 
good break from the monotony of studying and 'ddrmltrxy 
life, beside being excellent exercise and fun. 
included: for the 
Bloodsuckers--Mary Anne 
Wozny (captain), Mary Anne 
Miller, Linda Mittel, Bobbi 
Taylor, Gwen Hoover, Norma 
Wright, Chris Bosier and Janet 
Stahl. 
The triumphant Jolly 
Volleys were: Clancy 
McClanahan, Susan 
Ross(captain), Darlene Nail, 
Gwen Long, Ruby Thalmann, 
Hazel Crouch, Debbie Wade, 
Diane Campbell, and Lolly 
Turley. The officials for the 
games were: Cheryl Jack man, 
referee; Sharon Warner, 
umpire; Carol S. Stevens, 
timer; and Judelle Conley, 
scorer. 
The Intramural Sports 
program at EKU, and 
especially volleyball, is 
popular among both the 
physical education majors and 
non-physical educational 
majors. The development 
received from volleyball 
correlates directly with the 
requirements of all other 
sports. 
The games are also 
important to competitive 
spirit, both on and off the 
teams. Miss Wozny, Captain of 
the Bloodsuckers feels that 
"intramurals increases the 
ability to get along with other 
people and is an important 
aspect in college life." The 
games afford a good break 
from studying and dormitory 
life, besides being excellent 
exercise and fun for everyone. 
Co-ed Sports 
Begin Friday 
In Weaver 
On Friday evening, at 7:30 
p.m. in Weaver Gym, 
co-educational sports events 
will begin. Any persons 
interested may attend. 
The events planned include 
ping pong, volleyball, 
badminton and sm&ffleboard. 
Various other sports Will begin 
at later dates. »K" 
Survey Reveals   Women 
Optimistic About Careers 
A 
What about a career? Is it 
necessary    to    the    liberated 
female of the Seventies? Does 
it conform to the needs of the 
world;   is   it   a   stereotyped 
aggressiveness that is currently 
only a vogue; a cop-out on 
womanhood;   or   is   it   a 
woman's right and means of 
fulfillment? 
I    Women's 
lltfovements, 
: Congressional 
grumblings from the news 
[-media have instigated the 
: attempts to define what 
:rthe term career means to 
jjwomen of 1971. 
•: * Some findings, published in 
:the February issue of 
: Mademoiselle, were subjective, 
^objective, conflicting and 
^.-especially, honest. 
■t Not Interested 
Liberation 
independent 
studies,    and 
I 
I 
One college junior says: 
I'm not interested about 
making it in the public world. 
You don't count much there 
anyway ...But I do care about 
making it with my friends and 
my family. This is how you 
make it through life." 
Another stated that "if one 
feels she is in a sense vital, 
performing a significant task 
and is recognized for this fact, 
then this is a career." 
Eastern's    campus   also 
contributed frank, surprising 
and controversial opinions on 
this subject. On a survey 
recently taken 43% of the 
women contacted felt that a 
career was especially 
important to the success in 
their life. 
Equal Potential 
Carol Johnson, a junior 
from London, said, "women 
have as much potential as 
men. Sometimes, they have 
even more patience than their 
male counterparts, and that is 
needed in business. Women 
have not developed themselves 
as much as they should." 
Toni Trimble, a junior 
from Richmond said she felt 
careers were necessary for 
biological and psychological 
reasons. Before woman's main 
function was in rejuvenating 
the race. Now that there is 
much less emphasis on 
population women are being 
oriented into the more 
contemporary society-the 
academic world." 
Others, however, had 
opposing opinions. One 
married woman stated that 
she felt "a career is not totally 
necessary to personal 
happiness and contentment. 
My idea of a career is making 
my    husband    and    family 
happy." 
One of the basic arguments 
in marital degressions, is 
whether the wife should work 
during marriage. The 
argument involves both 
financial security matters, and 
the personal feelings of the 
couple involved. 
The survey revealed that 
48% of the contacts felt that 
it is not only correct, but 
necessary for the wife to 
pursue a career. On the other 
hand, 24% opposed the idea 
of the wife working in any 
fashion outside the home. 
Twenty-eight percent felt it 
was decided by the couple, 
and not individuals. 
It remains to be seen what 
the new decade will bring in 
way of new and diversified 
careers for women, but 
hwatever developes, it would 
seem that the ago old role of 
housewife and mother still is 
as important to most as the 
new role of careerwoman. 
THREE YOUNG LADIES, seemingly on 
their way to Eastern, display a variety of 
styles for the season, (left) Miss Carol Ann 
Johnson, a junior from London, Kentucky, 
displays a midicoat (Center) Bettina Kidd, a 
Photo by Thomas O. Ridde-i 
junior from Falmouth, Kentucky, models a 
maxi-coat. (Right) Melanie Sabel, a junior 
from Willoughby, Ohio wears a Goucho 
outfit. 
Varied Lenghts Cause 
Fashion Controversy 
By BRENDA ROSS 
Staff Reporter 
Maxi coat, midi-skirt, or 
gauchos...maybe even a mini. 
It should seem to the 
casual onlooker that deciding 
on a skirt length would be a 
matter of simple judgment, 
but don't ever believe it. One 
of the most horrendous 
decisions for any 
style-conscious woman of 
today to make is in the length 
of her clothes. 
Unlike the middle and late 
Sixties, when the iron-clad 
rule in fashion length was the 
short mini, this seventh 
decade has been ushered in 
with a new freedom for 
fashion. 
Convenience and comfort 
are always important in 
choosing any outfit, and the 
buyer enters this in making 
the purchases she desires. 
Many students are resorting to 
the new trend in maxi and/or 
midi-lengths because of the 
ease and grace the longer 
lengths afford their 
movements. 
Some women wear them 
regularly, as well as during 
special events, while others 
like the new lengths only 
occasionally, preferring to 
alternate their daily wear with 
the more conservative 
above-the-knee length skirt, 
and matching wool sweaters. 
Following the dictates of 
fashion is important to most 
women, and one of the newer 
outfits being soon with 
increased frequency is the 
gaucho skirt. This ensemble, 
p a 11 erned after the 
Southwestern Spanish riding 
costume of the late 1800's, 
involves a midi-length skirt cut 
in cullotte-style, and is usually 
worn with high knee-or 
over-the-knee length' boots 
that tightly fit the legs. 
The gaucho, which has 
fostered the popularity of the 
gaucho hat, bared-midriff vest, 
and unconventional jewelry, 
can also be accessorized with 
chokers. 
Chokers, now being used 
with every type of costume, 
add sparkle and authenticity 
to the outfits, which can be 
made from leather, suede, 
tweed or corduroy. 
Miss Melanie Sabel, a 
medical technology major 
from Willoughby, Ohio, seen 
in the far right of the 
accompanying    picture,    is 
enthused with the 
Spanish-styled outfit because 
"they are better than the 
regular midis. The pant style is 
more comfortable. 
Bettina Kidd, a sophmore, 
models her maxi coat, seen in 
the center of the 
accompanying picture wearing 
a navy wool outfit 
accessorized with metallic 
buttons, she believes maxi 
coats will become increasingly 
more popular because of their 
"comfort and utilization." 
This category, 'which is 
usually a skirt or dress that 
reaches to the mid-calf, is 
dramatized with colorful 
tunics, chains, or belts, and 
color-keyed shoes. The outfits 
are often made from a knitted 
fabric. 
However, fabric choice is 
not a restriction in choosing 
any type of Outfit. They new 
styles are being manufactured 
out fo the new knits and 
jerseys, as well as in the more 
traditional wools, crepes, and 
cottons. 
Even though the extended 
•look is not readily accepted 
some    women    think    it 
xtremely    unflattering    to 
most leg contours) in dresses 
and   skjrts,   it   is   becoming 
increasingly more promising in 
•coat styles. Many designers are 
using the midi-length hemline 
jn  most  of their winter and 
spring collections. 
Carol    Ann    Johnson, 
representing the midi-wearers 
]on the campus, is shown in a 
black, fur-like midi-coat and 
black leather boots. 
COUN'UYlAiiDl TOWNE CINEMA 
I 
ONE HR. SUANERS 
CORNS* NORTH SECOND ft IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 
Where Yon ©•# QuaHy 
OnnHonr Dry Cleaning And 
Three-Hour Shirt Service 
4 Peyt A Week 
Rome. 
Before Christ. 
After Fellini. 
«, AnAlWroOUMALDiPloAcioi 
FELUN1SATYR8CON 
I 
STARTING WEDNESDAY 
WRMOJOUR-tlENRffONDfl 
TPlMtre was a 
4*rook<Hl mail 
ONLY '1" 111 PUT on WEDNESP>T!| 
Miss Johnson, a junior 
from London, voiced her 
opinion of the mid i-look, 
"The midi-coat is more 
flattering for tall persons. 
They can be rather elegant, at 
times, for the special 
occasions. I don't feel that all 
midis are nice, though. Some 
are rather drab!" 
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS 
University 
Centtr 
Downtown 
2nd I Main 
Richmond 
Plaza 
MOTION PICTURE 
ATTRACTIONS 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUDITORIUM 
January 29 * 30 
Friday A Saturday 
Two Mules Per Sister Sara 
Featuring a quick 
on-the-trigger 
adventurer and a 
bogus nun 
Clint Eastwood, Shirley McLain 
February 1 A 2 
Monday A Tuesday 0 
THE WEST SIDE STORY 
Natalie Wood, Richard Beymer, 
Rita Moreno, George Chakaris, 
RUM Tomblyn 
February 4*5 
Thursday A Friday 
MOVE 
Elliott Gould, Paula Prontiss, 
Genevieve Wait, John Lorch 
Selected Short Subjects All Program 
Ticket Offke Opens 7:00 P.M. 
Show SUrts 7:30 P.M. 
Admission 75 cents 
Children (under 12) 50 cent* 
i 
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SPIRTS 
tv JACK r«OST 
WOCMSS Saurn H,-.. a 
Combs Has Phenomenal 
Win Record 
Eighty-five wins out of 104 meets over an eight 
year period, including a tenth-place finish in the 1967 
National Collegiate Athletic Association, and eight 
consecutive Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming and 
Diving Championships are just a few of the 
accomplishments that Don Combs has achieved in his 
eight years at the helm of the Eastern swimming 
squad. 
The popular coach took Charge of the team in 
1963 and immediately took Eastern to the top of 
Kentucky swimming circles. 
When measuring the success of Combs all one need 
do is take a stroll over towards Alumni Coliseum and 
take a look at the natatorium which was named after 
Combs. It was only fitting that the facility be named 
after the man who has brought so much success to 
EKU intercollegiate swimming. 
Combs, who is. a son of Hall-of-Famer Earle 
Combs, has built the 'Electrifying Eels' into one of 
the South's swimming powers. He has built that 
impressive record against some of the top 
competition in this section of the country and is 
closing in on the century mark. 
Members of the team have set the Indiana State 
meet as the target date for the coveted mark. 
Actually Combs has already passed the 100th win if 
the victories were counted before he took over as 
head coach in '63. 
The personable coach has done more than just 
produce championship calibre teams. In his eight 
years, Combs-coached swimmers have earned 28 
All-American certificates. That record to go along 
with his .817 winning percentage is quite impressive 
to say the least. 
This year Combs is still at his old tricks and has 
come up with another title contending team. The 
1970-71 Eels own a 8-1 mark and that loss was at the 
hands of powerful University of Alabama in the 
team's first meet of the season. 
Murray's Racers pulled off the unexpected last 
Saturday night as they upset nationally ranked 
Western 73-71 at Murray. 
The Hilltopper loss leaves them and Murray with 
one loss in Ohio Valley Conference play and tightens 
the race which a week ago was thought to be all over. 
Eastern still has a shot for the conference 
championship as the Colonels own a 3-3 OVC record 
a$td Murray has proven anything can happen. <#n 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTIRN SY-FASS 
Hamburgers 18' 
French Fries 20' 
Chuck Wagon, 
Creamy Milkshakes 
So of out for Burger Queen 
After    The Game 
Come    To 
BURGERC3QUEEN 
I 
I 
I 
Friday Saturday 
Sunday 
3 Double Cheese 
1.25 
Expires Midnight 31st 
623-7664 
U. S. 25 SOUTH 
BIG HILL AVENUE 
I 
I 
I 
'    * ■ 
Eastern Clashes With   Flyers Next   Tuesday 
BY JIM KURK 
Progress Sports Reporter 
The Colonels' current 12 
day layoff will come to an 
abrupt end this Tuesday night 
as they will travel to Dayton 
for a clash with the Flyers, 
perennially one of the 
nations's top independent 
powers. 
Although not having one of 
their best seasons record wise 
(still a very respectable 10-5), 
the Flyers schedule, which 
includes teams such as 
national champion UCLA, 
Notre Dame, the only team to 
upset the Bruins this year, 
southwest power Houston, 
OVC champion Western 
Kentucky, Louisville, 
Cincinnati, and Duke, is 
probably among the two or 
three toughest in the nation. 
This season's Dayton outfit 
is another traditionally strong 
edition, whose record seems 
lackluster only because of 
comparisons to recent Flyer 
squads, one of which finished 
second in the NCAA 
tournament and another 
captured the NIT 
championship. 
As an independent, each 
game is as important as any 
other for the Flyers, whose 
hopes for a post season 
tournament lies in their 
overall record rather than a 
conference showing. Because 
of this the Colonels could be 
in for an extremely rough 
time as any more losses could 
completely eliminate Dayton 
from consideration by 
tournament committees. 
The fact that failure to go 
to   a   tournament   this   year 
IM Wrestling 
Deadline Set 
For Today 
Volleyball has gotten off to 
a start as the second semester 
intramural program it 
underway. Four nine-team 
independent leagues and 
Fraternity A and B leagues 
make up the IM volleyball 
program. Play began last night 
on tire Auxiliary courtTo? 
Alumni Coliseum. 
For those who want to 
participate in the Wrestling 
event, today at 5:00 p.m. is 
the deadline. All entrants 
must be present at the official 
weigh-in from 4-5 p.m. this 
afternoon outside the Weight 
room in the Coliseum. This is 
a must. Each organization is 
allowed one man in each 
weight class. 
Wrestling, along with 
volleyball, are sports that 
count toward the all year 
trophy. Three other events 
that go for the trophy come 
up later in the semester- 
-swimming, March 1; softball, 
Continued on page 7 
would break a streak of six 
consecutive post season 
appearances for Dayton is 
added incentive for a fired up 
Flyer squad with which the 
Colonels must tangle. 
Two forwards. Ken May 
and Tom Crosswhite, have 
provided the bulk of Dayton's 
scoring punch this season. 
Crosswhite, a 6-7 senior, has 
proven    to    be    the    most 
improved player on the team, 
with much of the 
improvement coming in the 
last several games. 
After a somewhat mediocre 
start, he has come on with a 
number of* fine efforts such as 
a 29 point performance 
against Louisville. Crosswhite 
has capped off his surprising 
showing by raising his average 
to 21.1 points per game, tops 
on the Flyer squad, and a far 
cry from the 8.9 he compiled 
last season as a front line 
substitute. 
May's production, 
however, comes as no surprise. 
The 6-5 senior, a brother of 
former Dayton All-American 
Don May, led the team in 
scoring last year with a 17 
point average andhasincreased 
that to a 20.5 mark this year, 
ranking a shade behind 
Crosswhite. May is sometimes 
plagued by inconsistency, but 
he has the ability to explode 
for a flurry of points at any 
time, as proved in Dayton's 
recent loss to UCLA in which 
he practically carried the 
Flyers' entire offensive load. 
Dayton has another 
experienced performer on 
their front line in senior 
center George Jackson. In last 
season's game against Eastern, 
Dayton's third game, Jackson 
started at center for the first 
time in his career and hasn't 
failed to start a game since. He 
eventually put in more playing - 
time than any other Flyer last j 
year - 953 minutes - and led 
the     team    in    rebounding,: 
pulling in almost 15 per game.; 
The    6-7    strongman   hast 
continued his steady work in 
the    pivot    this   year,   again 
leading    the     team    in 
rebounding   and   contributing   , 
adequately     on    offense,, 
although   his   scoring  average 
has dropped a bit from 12.1 a" 
year ago to 10.9. 
In the backcourt, the 
Flyers have been hampered 
somewhat due to an injury 
sustained by returning strarter 
Pat Murnen. but two juniors 
have stepped in and provided 
the Flyers consistent guard 
play. Al Bertke. '6-1, started 
several games as a sophomore 
last year, one of which 
included a 23 point outburst, 
and has taken permanent ' 
command this year as the 
team's floor leader. 
He teams with Rex 
Gardecki, considered by many 
a year ago as one of Dayton's 
greatest guard prospects. 
Gardecki injured a knee1 last 
year and missed the entire 
season, but he has taken over 
a   starting   berth   this   year. 
» 
, 
CHARLIE MITCHELL ATTEMPTS this 
shot over the outstretched hand of a Virginia 
Tech Gobbler. Mitchell contributed 17 
points and pulled down 15 rebounds in the 
Colonels'   big  win  over Tech  86-79 last 
Photo by Larry BaHey 
Wednesday night. George Bryant had his 
best game at Eastern scoring 44 points in 
route to a record breaking field goal 
performance. Bryant's 18 field goals broke 
the old mark of Jack Adams set in 1955-56. 
Wrestlers   Lock 
With Notre Dame 
• 
Wrestling before a heavily 
partisan Notre Dame 
audience, Eastern's team 
fought to a 17-17 tie against 
the  Irish before  falling to a 
The 'King' Has Exploded; 
Bryant Sets New Record 
GEORGE BRYANT 
# 
SAVE! 
Skirts 39° 
Slacks ft trousers 39" 
4fc 7> 
DIXIE CLEANERS 
& LAUNDRY 
(On your way to town) 
This offer good thru January 30, 1971 
BY JIM HOUSE 
Progress Sports Reporter 
Royalty has come , to 
Eastern in the form of King 
George I. Only one voice 
could be heard above the roar 
of the crowd every time 
». George Bryant fired in one of 
his long-range jumpers-the' 
voice of the public address 
announcer shouting, "Goal by 
number 44...King George!" 
Bryant repeated his antics 
13 times, added five 
close-range shots, and pumped 
in six free throws for a total 
of 44 points. His 18 field goals 
broke the school record of 17 
set by Jack Adams in the 
1955-56 season against Union 
College. 
VPI Coach Has Praise 
All this prompted Virginia 
Tech coach Howie Shannon to 
call Bryant "the finest guard 
we've faced this year." 
Shannon should know about 
fine guards. His Gobblers have 
encountered such stars as 
John Roche (South Carolina) 
and Charlie Davis (Wake 
Forest). Both are 
All-American , candidates at 
their position. 
Shannon no doubt based 
his observation on the fact 
that "King George" nearly 
corralled the pesky Gobblers' 
singlehandedly in Eastern's 
86-79 win. 
Bryant and sophomore 
Charlie Mitchell helped the 
Colonels to a 4-0 lead, then 
came to life again in the 
closing moments of the first" 
half to shake off a six-point 
deficit andput Eastern ahead 
t o     stay 
intermission. 
just     before 
Mitchell Adds 15 Rebounds 
Bryant poured in nine field 
goals in each half, while 
Mitchell dominated the boards 
with 15 rebounds, and added 
17 ■'■mbre points to the 
Colonels' cause. Mitchell, who 
is just beginning to come into 
his own, has been wowing the 
fans with his lazy, fall-away 
jumper, and his uncanny 
leaping ability. The 6-3 
product of Louisville Seneca 
has been known to block 
20-foot jump shots and even 
an occasional sweeping hook, 
two feats seldom 
accomplished by much taller 
players. 
Daryl Dunagan, a welcome 
addition to the starting lineup, 
played sparingly because of 
foul trouble early in the 
contest, but still managed to 
toss in eight points and haul 
down 10 rebounds. 
OVC STUFF 
Bryant's 25.8 average is 
second only to Jim McDaniels 
of Western Kentucky in the 
OVC scoring race. He's tied 
for first place in free throw 
accuracy with an 84.4 per 
centage. Bryant has connected 
on 81 of 96 from the line 
while Middle Tennessee's Stan 
Sumrell has the same 
percentage, hitting 27 out of 
32 free tosses. 
Carl Greenfield is tied for 
fourth in conference 
rebounding with Ken Riley, 
the All-OVC forward from 
Middle Tennessee. Both are 
averaging 11.6 grabs per 
contest. 
Bryant is 11th in field goal 
accuracy while Charlie 
Mitchell holds down the 14th 
spot. 
powerful squad  from Taylor 
University 20-14. > 
12 of Eastern's total 
against Notre Dame came by 
decisions by Dick Lowenstine, 
Dan Nettles, Butch Mitchell, 
and Doug Johnston. Chris 
Reeder, wrestling in the 167"' 
pound class, pinned his v 
opponent, Mike Kerpt, in five 
minutes fifty-three seconds 
for five team points. 
In    the    second    match,' 
Eastern   went  against  Taylor^' ' 
University     from    Upland, 
Indiana. 
Joe Neff, 190 pound class, 
was unable to fight his match > 
due to an injury. '"' 
The team is being coached 
by Skip Daughtery until Ron 
House returns from a Dayton, 
Ohio hospital where he is 
recovering from a leg injury he 
suffered during a Christmas- 
vacation meet. 
The    squad    will , have 
another    home    meet    this 
Saturday    beginning   at    10: , 
o'clock    against    Morehead, 
Dayton, apd Cincinnatti in a. 
triangular   meet.   Also,   next- 
Wednesday they will do battle 
with Marshall University at 7 
o'clock in Alumni Coliseum. 
Admission    is   free   and   all 
students are urged to attend 
both of these meets. 
» 
Y 
speed reading lesson. 
You'll increase your reading speed on the spot! 
Actually participate in techniques that will increase your 
reading and study speed on the spot. 
Learn how you can cut your study time in half. 
Learn how you can comprehend and remember more. 
Learn why over half a million people have taken the Read- 
ing Dynamics course. 
Come to your free lesson. 
LAST TWO DAYS-TODAY A TOMORROW 
5:30 P.M. and 7:30 P.M. each day 
RAMADA   INN       Hi Waller Ave  (formerly Imperial House) 
H Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute 
EASTERN HEAD BASKETBALL 
COACH guy strong gives some directions 
and praise to his charges during a recent 
Ohio  Valley conference game. The Colonels 
Photo by Thomas O. RMMi   ; 
i* 
are back in the OVC title chase again after    • 
Murray's 73-71 upset over nationally ranked 
Western. Eastern's confernece mark stands at    i 
3-3 while Western is 6-1 and Murray, 5-1. 
PHONE 252 3484 
Soon To Be In Towns Evorywhoro 
Big Hill  Ave. 
Next to Burger Queen 
Cell 623-9307 
See Donuts Made 
In Front Of 
You - HOT - HOT 
COUPON 
I      10* OH 
j     ON ONE D0ZIM 
I       CAM DONUTS 
Good through Fab. 4 
1 
STARTING MONDAY JANU- 
ary 25, 1971 Miss Laurie Do- 
nuts Inc. ( on Blf Hill Ava. 
next to Burger Queen) will be 
featuring Hot Donuts from 9:00 
to HhOO p.m. coma la and 
watch the donuts being mads 
and lead Just tor you. Phone 
•M-W07. 
Open 7 a.M. til 18 P.M.     \> 
:♦ 
! . 
i. 
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Cheerleaders   Add   New   Members 
BY PAULA GOODIN 
Staff Reporter 
Eastern's cheerleading 
squad has been acquiring new 
members and making changes. 
A new freshman squad has 
been chosen and two of these 
cheerleaders have replaced 
two members of the varsity 
squad who resigned. The 
cheerleading constitution has 
also been revised. 
Tryouts were restricted to 
freshmen girls this year 
because these cheerleaders are 
to cheer only for the freshman 
team. Although only two were 
needed, four were chosen 
because it was expected that 
two of the varsity cheerleaders 
would be leaving. 
Five judges representing 
football, basketball, the 
administration, general, and 
the cheerleading sponsor rated 
the candidates on appearance, 
ability to execute a yell, pep 
and enthusiasm, voice 
(appropriateness to 
cheerleading), ability to work 
well with the group, and 
gymnastic ability. 
The ten girls receiving the 
highest scores tried out again. 
From these ten four were 
further chosen for the 
freshman squad. The four new 
cheerleaders are: Lea Boggio, 
Photos by Thomas O. RkkWl 
THE START, CHEERS, AND THE FINISH are captured in 
these photographs by Dwaine Riddel in Eastern's meet last 
Thursday against the University of Georgia in the Don Combs 
Natatorium. In the top picutre Greg Spahr, John Davenport, 
Ross Bradford (Ga.), and Steve White (Ga.) (front to rear) 
begin the 200 yd IM (Above) members of the Eels encourage 
their teammates. The EKU swimmers are (left to right) Allen 
Bokelman, Mike Alley, Ron Holihan, Pete Reed, and David 
Bokelman. At the right Ron Holihan nears the finish in the 
breast  stroke  competition. 
Slippery Eels Swamp Georgia 
The fired-up University of 
Georgia mermen could not 
* match the quickness of the 
EKU Eel swimmers and 
became their 8th victim 74-39 
at Donald Combs natatorium 
last night. 
• Freshman Rick Murphy's 
NCAA qualifying time of 
1:58.5 in the 200 Fly was also 
at) EKU team and pool record, 
dropping his previous best of 
1-59.1. 
I "Rick is just starting to 
find out how much speed he 
v has," remarked Coach Donald 
Combs. "When he learns pace 
he can be a national 
contender." 
Another frosh, Kevin Miles, 
Strong freestyler for the Eels 
fed the scoring with victories 
in the 50 free (:22.5) and 100 
free (:49.7). Miles and 
Murphy were high school 
classmates in Indianapolis, 
Ind. 
Georgia, fresh from a 
surprisingly close loss to 
Florida State University 
(57-56), was never in 
contention with EKU and 
trailed at one point 56-14. 
FSU is considered to be the 
power among southern 
independent swim teams. 
"Georgia's psych-job 
worked in reverse," continued 
Combs, "when they started 
with all their clever little yells, 
it made our boys mad." 
Eastern sped to 10 of 12 
firsts and captured 1-2 in four 
events. 
Ron Holihan, Eel 2 year 
NCAA  qualifer,  onlv  missed 
the mark by .8 of a second in 
the 200 yard breaststroke in 
taking an easy first with a 
2:15.5. 
John Davenport regained 
last year's form and nipped 
the Bulldogs Ross Bradford in 
the 200 IM 2:06.1 to 2:06.4. 
TEAM AND POOL RECORDS 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
••    January 1971    • 
Davenport, EKU's most 
improved swimmer of 1970, 
holds the pool and team 
record at 2:01.6. 
Twelve EKU tankmen 
recorded their career best 
times to contribute to the 
victory. 
400 Yd. Medley Relay  Buckner (EKU) 
Holihan 
3:39.8 
Eastern Gymnastics Team 
I   Defeated By Memphis State 
The EKU men's gymnastics 
team was defeated by a strong 
Memphis State University 
tbam in its first meet of the 
"season Saturday. Memphis 
'•late is nationally recognized 
its fine gymnastics teams 
will be a strong contender 
in the NCAA gymnastics 
competition this year. 
The two high point scorers 
for the Eastern gymnasts in 
this meet were Bill England 
and Don Paulin with 29 points 
and 20 points respectively. 
Cfene Gilbert, coach of the 
team, commented, 'The 
d&mbined totals fo these two 
young men's scores constitute 
:r half of the  total team 
ire for the meet. They are 
i's 
Restaurant 
Home of 
the 
ig Brother 
Fresh 
Strawberry 
Pie 
,   o»m • «.«. t» it p-m. 
making a fine contribution to 
gymnastics here at Eastern. As 
a team, we need more depth 
in nearly all of the events as 
there are only seven members 
that I can really count on." 
The gymnasts next 
encounter will be with the 
University of Cincinnati at 
1:00 p.m. Saturday in the 
Begley Building. The 
attendance of all Eastern 
students is encouraged and 
appreciated as the gymnasts 
need your support. 
— *■ 
IM Events 
Are Scheduled 
Continued from page 6 
March 8; track, March 22. 
O t her intramural sports 
that will come up soon are 
Billiards, February 1; Table 
Tennis-Singles, Feb. 1; 
We i gh t li f ting and 
Handball-Singles, Feb. 8. 
1000 Yd. Free 
200 Yd. Free 
50 Yd Free 
200 Yd. IM 
200 Yd. Fly 
100 Yd. Free 
200 Yd. Back 
400 Yd. Free Relay 
200 Yd. Breast 
500 Yd. Free 
1650 Yd. Free 
100 Yd. Back 
100 Yd. Breast 
100 Yd. Fly 
400 Yd. IM 
800 Yd. Free Relay 
Reed 
Schwaiz 
Murphy 
Schwarz (EKU) 
Struss (UK) 
Davenport (FKU) 
Murphy 
Stniss(UKF) 
Wade (UA) 
Horning (OU) 
Gaetzt 
Solomon 
Steak 
Holihan (EKU) 
Myers (UK) 
Bryan (UK) 
Buckner (EKU) 
A. Bokelman (EKU) 1:02.3 
Reed (EKU) :53.6 
Hill (EKU) 4:33.6 
10:28.5 
1:47.9 
:22.0 
2:01.6 
1:58.5 
:48.2 
2:03.2 
3:17.0 
2:14.8 
5:01.5 
18:02.1 
:56.9 
3:39.8 
10.27.1 
1:47.9 
:22.2 
2:01.6 
1:58.5 
:48.6 
2:04.3 
3:16.1 
Buckner 
Holihan 
Reed 
Schwarz 
Murphy 
Schwarz 
Reed 
Davenport 
Murphy 
Schwarz 
Davenport 
Bru baker 
Schwarz 
Reed 
Anderson 
Holihan 2:14.8 
Myers 5:01.5 
Chanley       17:57.05 
Buckner :56.9 
A. Bokelman 1.02.3 
Reed :53.6 
Hill 4:32.85 
Walker, BUI   7:30.76 
Chanley 
Dannecker 
Buckner 
New Jersey and Claudia Cruse. 
Nancy Jones, and Joyce 
Spurlock  all from  Louisville. 
When two of the varsity 
members quit — Donagene 
Branham and Chris Coate-two 
of the freshmen cheerleaders 
were chosen to replace them. 
The varsity squad acted as 
judges while the four 
freshmen tried out doing 
double stunts with the boys 
they would have to work 
with. Lea Boggio and Claudia 
Cruse were chosen. 
Eastern's cheerleading 
constitution was also revised 
recently. Previously, .once a 
cheerleader made the squad, 
he or she was a cheerleader 
until graduating or quitting. 
The revision in the 
constitution requires that the 
cheerleaders must try out each 
spring along with the new 
candidates for cheerleader. 
Dr. Oberita Hager, sponsor 
of the- cheerleaders, gave three 
reasons for the revision. "This 
way we will keep the best 
cheerleaders, the squad will 
not be stacked with one class 
(right now I have nine seniors 
out of twelve cheerleaders), 
and the cheerleaders will be 
kept trying to do their best." 
■ i 
Women's Officiating 
Services Hold Clinic 
Miss Gail Reedy, WOS 
sports-coordinator and holder 
of the National rating in 
volleyball, explained that the 
organization attempts to 
"acquaint all women with the 
rules in various sports and to 
promote interest in 
officiating. 
To become a properly 
rated official, a student must 
take a written exam on the 
particular sport in which she is 
involved, and also participate 
in a practical exam of actual 
officiating. After this is 
accomplished, and depending 
upon the results, the student 
may receive ratings of either 
associate, intramural, local or 
national levels. 
PhOtO by Thomas O    RkkScll 
One of Eastern's two new varsity cheerleaders, Claudia 
Cruse, has a hopeful look on her face as she leads yells during 
the Eastern-Virginia Tech game last Wednesday. The yelling 
apparently paid off as the Colonels topped highly-touted Tech 
86-79. Miss Cruse, a freshman from Louisville, Ky. joins Lea 
Boggio from New Jersey as the new additions to the cheering 
squad. 
An intercollegiate 
basketball clinic held 
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. 
in Weaver Gymnasium was 
held at the monthly meeting 
of the Women's Officiating 
Services. Miss Sandy Martin, a 
January 1970 graduate of 
Eastern and currently a 
Physical Education instructor 
at Garrad County High 
School in Lancaster, was 
present as guest speaker. 
? The WOS, sponsored by 
Dr. Geri Polvino, Women's 
Intercollegiate Volleyball 
Coach,' was organized five 
years ago to provide women 
students with an opportunity 
to earn ratings in sports 
officiating. 
NOW! 
You can buy all of your art supplies ai 
BLUEGRASS S & T*2 
BRUSHES   ACRYLICS   PAPER   OILS 
We have a complete line of Duro Art Supplies 
Bank Americard Master Charge 
Bluegrass S & T#2 
Richmond Plaza Shopping Center 
¥ m •«>*" HOLD 
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We Won't Let You 
Miss Our Sale 
All Albums Now $"|00  OFF 
Wallace's Bookstore 
Downtown Richmond 292 South Second St. 
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Commission   Cites 
3 Year BA Degree 
■ 
BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR. 
Academics Editor 
In a report released this 
month, the Carnegie 
Commission on Higher 
Education made numerous 
recommendations to the 
world of education beyond 
the high school level. 
One of the suggestions 
included was that the number 
of years spent on the B.A. 
degree be shortened from 4 
years to 3, thus shortening the 
entire educational career. 
The Courier-Journal, in a 
December 7, 1970 editorial, 
pointed out numerous 
advantages to a "3-year 
college," the most obvious 
being a savings of one year. 
"The dollar savings, could be 
dramatic as well," the Courier 
points out, "perhaps as much 
as $5 billion yearly by 1980 in 
college operating expenses, S5 
billion more over that decade 
in construction savings." 
Obviously, college students 
could count on a personal 
savings amounting to 
one-fourth of their four year 
total expenses. The Carnegie 
report points out that the 
basic change in implementing 
the 3-year education would be 
changes in the high school - 
not in the colleges. 
"High schools can be 
accredited by state university 
systems ana by consortia of 
private   colleges  to  give   the 
equivalent of the first year of 
work in college. Gradually this 
could be expanded to cover 
all, or nearly all, high schools. 
Fifty thousand high school 
students are now given credit 
each    year    for    advanced 
standing in college. This could 
quickly   be  expanded   to  at 
least   500,000,"   the   report 
asserts. 
Dr. Thomas Stovall, 
Eastern Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, feels that 
the suggestion is, "very fine, if 
it could be done realistically. 
The changes at our level (the 
college level) are not as broad 
as they might appear, since 
the college program would be 
shortened by cutting one year 
off the bottom." 
Dr. StovalL added that, "In 
Kentucky this might be 
unrealistic to a degree, but it 
appears quite possible in some 
systems and areas in some 
parts of the United States. It's 
all an attempt that is covered 
in the Carnegie Report, and 
other reports, to make the 
college experience more 
relevant and meaningful. 
"It also falls along the line 
of reducing the cost of 
education without reducing 
the quality of education. So 
many people in education 
seem to think that the 
traditional classroom setting is 
theonly method of teaching, 
and they aren't willing to 
change anything. We've got to 
get away from some of these 
old ideas that are being ruled 
out by innovative ones." 
The report also says that, 
"Summer-term study can be 
made available in college for 
those who do not go to 
accredited high schools or 
who have not completed a 
year of college-level work in 
high schools. 
The first year in college can 
also be made more challenging 
and useful. Thus the lower 
division in college could soon 
become a one-year program 
except for those needing 
remedial work." 
The Courier-Journal added 
another note of support by 
saying that shortening the 
educational career would 
make college "less essential 
for those who don't really 
benefit from it." It labels 
America a "credential 
society," with jobs geared not 
to talent but to degrees. 
"Students are driven onto a 
diploma    conveyor-belt, 
pushed impersonally along by 
a   system    that   increasingly 
defines itself more in terms of 
procedures than of 
substance." 
Dr. Stovall said that the 
future may bring a shorter 
college experience by making 
is possible for students to 
receive credit for courses by 
merely taking an exam to 
illustrate and prove their 
knowledge. 
Certain exemptions could 
be given when a student's past 
experience* indicates' that 
course study would amount to 
educational repetition. 
For those of us now in 
college-well-there seems to 
be little chance for getting a 
"four-year degree" in any 
shorter amount of time, other 
than through heavy course 
loads and extra hard work. 
However, the situation may be 
different) for the college 
student of the future if the 
Carnegie Commission Report 
receives support and is 
implemented by the suggested 
1980 "target date". 
Flick Revenue 
Continued from page 1 
Mr. Brock says he tries to shy 
away from. 
Mr. Brock indicated that 
the Office of Student Affairs 
usually has a representative at 
the campus movie to see how 
students are behaving and to 
also watch the film. 
A suggestion Mr. Brock 
said he received from the 
Office of Student Affairs, is 
not to have movies shown on 
Sunday evenings. 
Mr. Brock is quick to point 
out that he succumbs to no 
sort of censorhsip from the 
Office of Student Affairs or 
anybody else in the 
University. He also mentions 
that through his careful 
selection of films there has 
not been any drastic 
confrontation between the 
campus theater and University 
officials over the content of 
films shown. 
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By 1969 Reform Act 
Student Taxes Changed 
To some Eastern students 
April ISth has a bad 
connotation, but to others it 
signifies n 'ling special. This 
is the date set by the Internal 
Revenue Service as the 
deadline for filing income tax 
reports. 
The adoption of the 1969 
Tax Reform Act may affect 
students-as many are part-time 
workers. 
Before the 1969 Act 
anyone having an income of 
$600 or more per.year was 
required to file. The only 
exceptions to this were people 
over 65 years of age and the 
self-emoloved person. 
The 1969 Act has raised 
the income required to file 
and the changes will go into 
effect his year. Single people 
are not required to file unless 
they have an annual income of 
$1700 or more. For married 
couples filing jointly the 
requirement was raised to 
$2300; however, the 
requirement remains $600 for 
married couples filing 
separately. 
Mr. Richard P. 
Rury-manager of the H&R 
Block Income Tax office in 
Richmond-had this advice to 
give on whether or not to fvfi, 
"Most should make sure they 
file in order to get taxes that 
have been withheld from their 
salaries." . i 
Exemptions were also 
affected by the 1969 Tax 
Reform Act. In 1969 
exemptions (deductions from 
gross income which were 
allowed each person for 
himself and for his 
dependents) were $600. For 
the 1970 tax returns they will 
be $625. They will be raised 
again for the next three years 
until they reach $750 in 1973. 
Parents of full time 
students can claim the student 
as a dependent while the 
student can also claim himself 
as an exemption on his own 
tax return. 
To most people deductions 
are an important part of the 
tax return, as they try to get 
by with paying as little tax as 
possible. 
Even the Supreme Court 
agrees with this as a 1930 
Court said, "The legal right of 
a taxpayer to decrease the 
amount of what otherwise 
would be his taxes, or 
altogether avoid them, by 
means which the law permits, 
cannot be doubted." 
The largest part of a 
student's expense - his 
education -- cannot be 
counted as a deduction. 
However, a student working 
toward his masters or 
doctorate may count this 
educational expense as a 
deduction. The reason, is that 
he is improving his skill at.his 
job. 
Two major forms are 
required in order to file a tax 
report. The regular tax form is 
known as 1040. The employee 
also needs a W-2 form which is 
a wage and tax statement 
prepared by the employer 
showing the total earnings and 
taxes withheld. 
Income tax is actually a 
fairly new form of taxation in 
the United States. Although 
the Internal Revenue Service 
collection of taxes began 
during the Civil War, income 
tax did not have its beginning 
until the adoption of the 16th 
amendment in 1913. 
At that time only one out 
of every 271 Americans paid 
income tax, and then only at 
the rate of one percent on 
$50,000. 
The law has been changed 
over the years until the 
original is almost 
unrecognizable. The original 
tax regulations were contained 
in a 26 page booklet. 
In 1954,when the Internal 
Revenue Service Code was last 
revised, it took a volume of 
over 1200 pages to include the 
income tax law. 
It is really not unusual then 
that many people do not 
understand everything about 
the law. In fact H&R Block's 
Income Tax Manual quotes a 
tax authority as comparing 
the law to "a machine built to 
run in all directions at one and 
the same time." 
'71 Milestone 
Shapes  Up 
rf 
35 
=5 
The 1971 Milestone will 
number about 612 pages and 
is scheduled to come out on 
April 28. 
"The format will be much 
the same," said editor, Bob 
Whitlock, "but there will be a 
few changes. There will not be 
a fold-out as in last year's 
book. I can't really say how 
much better the new printer is 
until I see the final results, but 
I like what I've seen so far." 
Last year's book was 
printed by the Taylor Printing 
Company of Dallas, Texas. 
This year the Milestone is 
being done by Delmar Printing 
Company of Charlotte, North 
Carolina, the same company 
that prints the year book at 
the  University  of Kentucky. 
"The attitude of the staff 
workers has caused the real 
change," said Paula McCann, 
managing editor. V!The people 
on the staff are a lot closer 
this year. Everyone seems to 
work together more and the 
atmosphere of the office is a 
lot better. 
"The pictures are going 
really well," she continued. 
"Our two main photograph- 
ers, Schley Cox and Larry 
Bailey, arereallyswamped with 
work. More pictures have been 
requested than ever before. 
"The Progress is requesting 
more   pictures,    the    literary:! 
publications    are    requesting, 
more   pictures,   and   we  are^ 
requesting    more    pictures. 
We're   keeping   them   pretty 
busy," she added. 
Ron      Wempe,     »g 
representative   from   Delmar, fe 
has  been a  lot  of help.   He- 
drops in every  so often and:"^ 
helps    us    to    make    some 
important     decision s: >, 
concerning the Milestone. He'sf* 
also showed us new ideas on 
cropping pictures," continued:': 
Miss McCann. 
Miss    McCann,   who   was:-; 
secretary of the Milestone last 
year,    is    from    Lockport,.:.^ 
Illinois and has been on  the: • 
staff for three vears. 
"Eastern students can look ' 
forward to a good *7fc9 
Milestone," predicts^; 
sophomore Sue Mantell, 
section editor of' 
Underclasses, from Newe*: 
Carlisle, Ohio. 
Miss Mantell, who has been ; 
on thtMilestone staff for two<; 
years, attributes most of the:: 
present progress of the-; 
yearbook to the change in" 
publishers. 
Membership to trfff 
Milestone staff is open to anv: 
interested student, bfz 
applying to the Milestone- 
office on the fourth floor o£ 
the JOnes Building. 
Spring Enrollment 
Drops About 1000 
Eastern's enrollment 
appears to have dropped by 
about 1,000 students this 
semester. According to 
President Robert R. Martin, 
the figure for this semester' 
should be 8,600 as compared 
to 9,600 for the fall semester. 
This figure represents a loss 
of only 176 students from the 
spring of 1970. 
The exact figure has not 
been    released,    however, 
pending payment of fees by 
approximately 135 student*^ 
Nearly 100 of these student* 
are enrolled in the School of 
Law Enforcement and havfe 
not received their federal 
grants. 
At least part of the loss 
may be attributed to the factj, 
thaLJhis spring was the first 
^spring semester that students 
with low academic standings 
were not allowed to return. 
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$ RED   WHITE   «   HUES   IMAtl- 
Atco   SO   33-348   (S) 
- 
Listening 
■ 
Soul 
Classical Music 
■ 
BILLY VAUGHN SINGERS 
EVERYTHING IS BEAUTIFUL 
COUNTRY 
C0NNII    SMITM- 
Whtrt   It  My   Castlt. 
RCA   Victor   LSP   4474  (S) 
$ 
JAZZ. 
CHICO    NAMILT0N- 
El    Exigent*. 
Flying   Dutchmen   FDS   135 
UNIVERSITY 
Come In And Shop At Your Leisure 
Now That The Rush Is Over 
BOOK STORE 
HOURS 8-6 Mon. - Thur.    8-5 Fri.      8-12 Sat. 
